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Abstract-In the United States, spam, unsolicited bulk or
commercial e-mail, is considered to be a significant problem for
both consumers and Internet Service Providers.  It is currently
attracting a patchwork of state level legislative actions as well as
proposed federal legislative initiatives.  While spam engenders
numerous policy concerns, two issues, the jurisdictional domain
and the transfer of costs, appear to be unique to spam.
I. INTRODUCTION
For direct marketing, e-mail is a unique medium, offering
a low cost means to individually target members of either a
small or large market.  When used in a mutually agreeable
manner, it has the potential to lower overall transaction costs,
making the exchange process more efficient for both parties.
 However, e-mail users have been inundated with spam, also
known as "junk e-mail," unsolicited bulk e-mail (UBE), and
unsolicited commercial e-mail (UCE).  While primarily
utilized for commercial purposes, spam may also promote
political, malicious, or illegal schemes. 
Spam is estimated to account for about 10% of all Internet
e-mail [7] and commercial e-mail is expected to reach 250
billion messages by 2002, according to Forrester Research
[33].  This growth has been cited as indicative of a change in
consumer attitudes toward increasing acceptance.  "People are
becoming accustomed to e-mail from an e-commerce entity"
claims Jim Williams, CEO and president of MarketHome, an
"opt-in" e-mail marketing company which collects dedicated
e-mail lists for clients such as Coach and Park Seed [1].  An
opt-in approach, wherein consumers consent to receive e-mail
marketing communications as long as the content is of interest
and the volume is acceptable, elicits a more positive response
[18].  Unsolicited e-mail, announcing sales, product updates,
or desirable information for business or personal use, may be
perceived as less offensive if accompanied with the option to
"opt-out."  This option provides the opportunity to the
consumer to request to be removed from the e-mail list. 
According to H. Robert Wientzen, President and CEO of the
Direct Marketing Association (DMA), the largest trade
association for businesses in database and interactive
marketing, "when (e-mail is) used in a targeted and respectful
fashion, it's a powerful marketing tool, especially when the
recipient is a customer or someone requesting information"
[14].
However, not all e-mail marketers are scrupulous.  The
unsolicited nature, transfer of costs, content and volume are
what make spam offensive, even with the opportunity to opt-
out.  Direct marketers can engage in unwanted and even
annoying e-mail advertising campaigns tailored to the
individual, claiming that consumers want to be informed
about product and service offerings [15].  More than half of
the members of the DMA reportedly utilize the Internet and
the Web for advertising and 48% have reported using
membership rosters of major computer online services to
obtain e-mail addresses [13].  Information collected for one
purpose can easily be combined with other information,
providing a detailed set of consumer characteristics for
identifying and reaching particular market segments [17]. 
The unacceptability of such marketing activity is revealed by
a survey which reported 51% of respondents stated they
would be concerned if an interactive service, to which they
subscribed, created subscriber profiles by collecting usage
and purchasing patterns to advertise to subscribers [27]. 
This paper discusses the concerns of both consumers and
Internet Service Providers (ISP) with spam.  Initiatives
intended to balance the interests of consumers and ISPs with
those of direct marketers are examined.  Among these
initiatives are several legislative bills proposed at the federal
level, indicative of the growing support to restrict spam. 
Finally, recommendations addressing the differing
perspectives are presented.
II. CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH SPAM
Concerns about spam have been steadily increasing along
with its increasing presence [9].  Junk e-mail was identified
as a problem as early as 1975 [26].  However, it was not until
1994 that spam began to proliferate, after the law firm of
Canter and Siegel spammed more than 6,000 Usenet
newsgroups with broadcast e-mail [6].  Spam has since
become a recognized controversy due to concerns associated
with consumer privacy; spammers' use of false e-mail
identities; questionable message content; enticing, deceptive,
or fraudulent presentations; and the transfer of costs to both
consumers and Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
A. Privacy
One of the most objectionable aspects of unsolicited
commercial e-mail to consumers is the violation of their
privacy [29].  "Most people see their e-mail box as their
personal space" [20].  Without having provided permission to
receive promotional e-mail by opting-in, the consumer is
likely to see unsolicited commercial e-mail as a violation of
privacy [18].  The spammer has the capability to reach a
consumer's e-mail box, for which that consumer may be
paying a fee, without his consent.
B. Use of False E-mail Identities
The primary motivation for using false e-mail identities is
to increase the likelihood that spam received is read.  A
recognized spam address can be filtered and blocked by an
ISP or deleted by the recipient.  Some spammers routinely
misrepresent return e-mail addresses and headers, which
contain the domain names of the message's origin, route
traveled, and final destination, to conceal their identity.
C. Questionable Message Content
Although content is not the most objectionable aspect of
spam, in that it is present in other media, it is still an
important determinant of the acceptability of the message to
the recipient.  A brief message, comprised of no more than
four sentences coupled with a URL link to a website, has been
found to be the most effective in achieving a high response
rate [37].  The message simply announces the availability of
an offer on a website and presents a point and click
opportunity as an easy way for the consumer to access
additional information.  A comparison test of such messages
with those containing seven to eight sentences, coupled with
a set of bulleted promotional points, revealed a 30% higher
response rate [37].
D. Enticement, Deception, or Fraud
Another content issue for spam deals with the consumer's
interpretation and response to the e-mail presentation. 
Spammers often use enticement, deception, or fraud to
encourage recipients to, at a minimum, open their messages.
An innocuous subject line or the misrepresentation of the
return address and header may fool the recipient into opening
the message.  Incentive systems may encourage recipients to
read messages. For example, Experian, a database marketer,
entices opt-in registrants to earn points, redeemable for
merchandise, in exchange for reading their e-mail [1].  This
seemingly acceptable and innocent enticement could
potentially be utilized for deceptive or fraudulent purposes.
 Many of the offers presented in spam are scams according to
the United States Federal Trade Commission  [16].
E. Costs to Consumers
The subscription cost for an ISP, providing access to the
Internet including the World Wide Web and e-mail among
other services, may include a fee based on connect time.  For
example, 15% of the customers of the largest ISP in the
United States, AOL, currently pay a fee for connect time [2].
Under such circumstances, the subscriber incurs direct
charges from the ISP, for the time spent online accessing,
scanning, reading, or discarding spam.  It has been estimated
to cost $.50 per message to contend with spam [19].  Other
costs are also incurred.  Valuable time, which could otherwise
be devoted to business or leisure activities, is spent on this
unwanted activity.  The mailbox of the consumer may
become so filled with spam that new, and perhaps important,
messages arriving cannot be delivered.  The consumer is
thereby forced to attend to sifting through unsolicited
messages in order to free up space before accessing his own
correspondence.  Consumers choosing to opt-out must still
spend time registering for this option.  The advertiser may
thus be shifting part of the cost of advertising to unwilling
recipients.
F. Costs to Internet Service Providers
Several costs to ISPs may be imposed by spam.  The
increased load on the mail server processor requires the
devotion of additional CPU time, an expensive resource. 
Spam can overload the server and cause it to slow or even
crash.  For example, AT&T WorldNet's e-mail system was
overwhelmed with spam in July 1997, causing delays of
several hours in the delivery of legitimate e-mail [31].  Other
large ISPs, including Pacific Bell Internet and Ameritech Net,
have experienced similar delays [34].  While the delays for
large providers span hours, small providers may be unable to
recover for days.  These occurrences carry the additional cost
of personnel for customer complaint resolution and the
associated impact on the ISP's reputation.  Personnel time
must also be devoted to rerouting undeliverable mail, as
previously discussed. 
The increase in the volume of traffic attributable to spam
may necessitate an ISP to invest in additional personnel,
faster connections, increased processing power, more storage
space, and perhaps e-mail filtering software, assuming the
CPU is powerful enough to perform the filtering.  The
increased traffic volume can be significant.  AOL estimates
that as much as 30% of its 30 million e-mail messages may be
spam [19].  The additional cost to handle spam was estimated
by one ISP, Netcom On-Line, to be at least $1 million per
month, adding a minimum of an additional 10% to each
subscriber's monthly bill [19].  Further, ISP customers may
discontinue subscriptions as a result of the additional cost, the
potentially slower Internet access, or the burden of sifting
through large numbers of unsolicited messages [32].  Loss of
customers is the major bottom line cost borne by ISPs. 
Dissatisfaction on the part of customers can prompt action.
III. RESPONSES TO SPAM
A variety of measures have been undertaken to minimize
the negative impacts of spam.  Consumers and ISPs have
undertaken initiatives to preclude spam from arriving and to
contend with it once it has been delivered.  The direct
marketing industry has recognized the necessity to set
standards for ethical and responsible distribution of
commercial e-mail messages on the Internet.  In addition,
legislative action in the United States has been initiated at the
federal level and has been adopted in some states.
A. Responses by Consumers
Consumers themselves can employ a defensive strategy to
minimize spam.  The first line of defense is to not publish
your e-mail address.  Mass mailers acquire e-mail addresses
from primary sources, such as forms requesting consumer
information, and secondary sources, such as the purchase of
subscriber, customer, or membership lists.   Many forms now
routinely ask for e-mail addresses purportedly for the purpose
of completing a purchase, registration, application, or inquiry.
Websites may require visitors to register before gaining entry.
Admission may even be denied if the e-mail address provided
cannot be validated, disallowing omission or use of fake
addresses.  Consumer use of e-mail for correspondence with
a website is another means of collecting addresses.  Attempts
to be removed from an e-mail list by replying to spam may
simply serve to confirm your address is actively used. 
Consumers may be unaware that their e-mail addresses are
being collected.  For example, computer programs known as
"bots," short for robots, are designed to search the Internet for
addresses.  Users of Usenet, Internet interest groups, are
particular targets of these search programs, which may peruse
Usenet tables for e-mail addresses.  This clandestine
harvesting of e-mail addresses is also accomplished by
accessing the servers of ISPs and other networks.
It has become more and more challenging for consumers
not to provide their e-mail address.  In response, consumers
can utilize an e-mail service such as Lucent Technologies'
Personalized Web Assistant.  Available for free at
www.lpwa.com, this proxy server will generate "target
revocable e-mail."  An endless supply of unique e-mail
addresses, capable of being validated, are generated.  Users
may later discontinue an address should spam arrive.  In e-
mail correspondences, the return address can be removed
from the e-mail header by deleting it or changing it through
the options in the e-mail system.  Alternatively, an
anonymous e-mailer service, which performs as a gateway for
e-mail, may be used.  These services automatically remove all
header information, including the address, and replace it with
different information.  For example, www.anonymizer.com
will place a header which identifies anonymizer.com as the
origin of the message.  However, these measures impose a
hidden cost in that consumers may not be able to access e-
mail they desire to receive from legitimate sources.
No matter what cautions are taken, some junk e-mail is
bound to get through, moving the line of defense to dealing
with the unwanted messages.  Filters may be used to scan e-
mail received and discard or sort and organize messages in
various ways.  For example, messages from known spam
addresses, such as cyberpromo.com, or with certain keywords
in the message body, such as "xxx" or "sex," can be directed
to the trash folder.  Filters are not foolproof however, as they
are ineffective against spammers who misrepresent their
identity and against messages which contain a valid use of a
keyword.
The potential to receive spam may be reduced, but not
entirely eliminated, through care in supplying an e-mail
address and through care in sending e-mail.  Such caution
may serve to minimize the potential for the address to be
added to a spammer's list.  If spam is nonetheless received,
filtering may reduce the burden of sorting through messages.
In both instances, reducing the potential for spam to be sent
and sifting through spam received, the full burden still rests
with the consumer.
B. Responses by Internet Service Providers
ISPs are responding to the increasing activity of spammers
through acceptable use policies, cease and desist requests,
blocking e-mail containing addresses of known spammers,
equipping subscribers with filters, and through legal action.
 For example, TCG Cerfnet, a San Diego, CA, ISP amended
its policy to include a ban on spam [30].  AOL CEO Steve
Case has adopted an aggressive "block and tackle strategy"
[12].  Although ineffective when spammers use false
addresses, AOL intends to block as many spam e-mails as
possible at its gateway and tackle spammers through both
cease and desist letters and in court.  AOL has been
successful in obtaining restraining orders, injunctions, and
settlement agreements against spammers [24].  Subscribers
are also informed about unsolicited e-mail and are provided
with software filters.
ISPs have filed lawsuits in response to both the use of their
name as the originator of the spam and the use of their
subscribers as recipients of spam.  AOL, for example, has
filed about 40 civil lawsuits under Virginia laws, its home
state, primarily to block or limit spam [24].  Other ISPs,
including CompuServe, Prodigy, and Concentric Network,
have filed similar lawsuits.  Additionally, several ISPs, such
as Juno Online Services, have sought injunctions to prevent
alleged forging of their electronic addresses on spam.
Corporate e-mail providers may decide to close off
correspondence on the Internet to assure users receive no
spam.  Bell Atlantic Corp., for example, instituted tight
security to eliminate all but approved e-mail [22].  Those
authorized to correspond with the engineering staff are placed
on a list, effectively excluding all others.  This exclusion may,
of course, apply to legitimate business mail, the price paid for
exclusivity.
C. Industry Self-Regulation
In a report requested by the United States Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), the Center for Democracy and
Technology endorsed various solutions to reduce spam [11].
 Among them are the use of software to filter unwanted
messages and prohibiting spammers from using false
identities.  The DMA embraced the report and adopted new
rules which require their members to remove from e-mail lists
those who have so requested.  In the face of continued court
decisions against spamming practices and proposed state and
federal government regulations which could ban spam
altogether or regulate spam activities, the DMA met with anti-
spam advocates.  The purpose was to formulate mutually
agreeable recommendations for e-mail marketing and ways to
jointly work toward reducing abuse by marketers.  The
resulting consensus recommendations include [21]:
•  Support legislation which, at a minimum, prohibits false
identification in commercial e-mail;
•  Acknowledge opt-in as the most successful targeting
method for online marketers (By "opt-in," the group
agreed on the definition: "the recipient has stated and not
rescinded his or her desire to receive the type of mail
which you are sending.");
•  Work to create a non-profit global opt-out list, supported
by marketers and free to consumers, which offers both
businesses and individuals a one-time global opt-out
from unsolicited commercial bulk e-mail.
Some e-mail marketers have independently taken it upon
themselves to act in a responsible manner.  For example, five
of the largest spammers voluntarily offered a proposal to the
FTC [35].  The proposal included both the removal from their
lists upon consumer request and the payment to service
providers to cover the costs of message delivery.  To ensure
delivery only to willing recipients, NetCreations uses a double
opt-in approach [20].  Consumers first sign up with
NetCreations' website by selecting from among choices
presented.  An e-mail message is then sent, to which the
consumer must reply, as a second confirmation of the desire
to receive future messages.
IV. LEGISLATIVE ACTION IN THE UNITED STATES
The efforts of consumers, service providers, and spammers
themselves all have shortcomings, resulting in a continuation
of the spam challenge.  A seemingly simple solution would be
to ban spam through legislation.  This is probably neither
possible nor desirable.  An outright ban is probably not
possible because of the fundamental free speech protection of
the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, nor
would such a content-based restriction be desirable because
of the issue of censorship.
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution
states that "Congress shall make no law... abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press..."  This prohibition applies
to governmental action whether federal, state, or local. 
Although spam, as a form of commercial speech, would
receive less protection than other forms of speech, it still is
nevertheless protected.  Restrictions based on content are
disfavored by the courts [3].
A. Federal Legislation
Opponents of spam want its outright prohibition, as is the
case for unsolicited commercial faxes.  The nuisance of such
faxes was effectively ended by the Telephone Consumer
Protection Act of 1991.  This act, banning unsolicited faxes
containing advertisements, survived constitutional challenge
because the prohibition was reasonably fit to protect the
substantial government interest of preventing the shift of
advertising costs to consumers [10].  For spam, is the cost
shifting to ISPs and consumers sufficient to constitutionally
permit an outright ban?  Legal commentators think not [23].
 Legislation prohibiting unsolicited commercial e-mail would
probably be treated similar to the Communications Decency
Act (CDA) of 1996 which prohibited the transmission of
obscene, indecent and patently offensive material to minors.
The CDA was held unconstitutional as an impermissible
content based restriction on speech [28].
Several anti-spam bills have been proposed in Congress,
 as summarized in Table 1.  The first is the Unsolicited
Commercial Electronic Mail Choice Act of 1997, S. 771. 
This Act would require spammers to present "advertisement"
as the first word in the subject line of any commercial e-mail.
 All routing information in the e-mail would be required to be
valid.  Further, the sender would be required to include their
name, postal and e-mail addresses, and telephone number. 
The FTC may impose fines and penalties for violations.  ISPs
would not be held liable for spam, unless they created it.  The
Act also authorizes states and individuals to enforce sanctions
under the Act.
The Netizen's Protection Act of 1997, H. R. 1748, would
ban unsolicited, unwanted e-mail.  The provisions of the
Telephone Consumer Protection Act, which prohibits
unsolicited fax, would be amended to prohibit unsolicited e-
mail as well.  This restriction is constitutionally questionable.
 Any other commercial e-mail sent would be required to
contain the date and time the message was sent and the
identity and return address of the sender.
The Electronic Mailbox Protection Act of 1997, S. 875, is
unique in that a private cause of action is provided for the
violation of any e-mail rules adopted by an Internet standards
organization.  E-mail sent from either a false or unregistered
domain name or a disguised origination would be illegal. 
Spammers would be required to remove a recipient's name
from the mailing list upon request.  The sale, exchange, or
harvesting of addresses would be prohibited.
The Data Privacy Act of 1997, H.R. 2368, focuses on
certain individual electronic privacy issues, but also provides
for the establishment of a computer interactive services
industry working group to establish voluntary guidelines for
spam.  This legislation does not restrict or diminish spam
directly.  In fact, if industry friendly guidelines are
established, the use of spam could actually increase.


















Unsolicited Commercial Electronic Mail Choice
Act of 1997
Sponsored by Sen. Murkowski
Introduced 5/21/97
Status: pending in Senate
No No No Yes Yes Yes
Netizen's Protection Act of 1997
Sponsored by Rep. C. Smith
Introduced 5/22/97
Status: pending in House
Prohibit
UCE
No No No Yes No
Electronic Mailbox Protection Act of 1997
Sponsored by Sen. Torricelli
Introduced 6/11/97
Status: pending in Senate
No Possibly Possibly Yes Yes No
Data Privacy Act of 1997
Sponsored by Rep. Tauzin
Introduced 7/31/97
Status: pending in House
No No No No No No
Anti-Slamming Amendments Act




No No No Yes Yes No
E-Mail User Protection Act of 1998
Sponsored by Rep. Cook
Introduced 6/24/98
Status: pending in House
No Yes Possibly Yes Yes No
Digital Jamming Act of 1998
Sponsored by Rep. Markey
Introduced 6/25/98
Status: pending in House
No Sender’s
ISP only
Yes Yes Yes No
Inbox Privacy Act of 1999
Sponsored by Rep. Markey
Introduced 3/25/99







Based on: John Marshall Law School, 1998
The Anti-slamming Amendments Act, S. 1618, would
require the sender of an unsolicited commercial e-mail
message to include at the beginning of the body of the
message, the name, physical address, e-mail address, and
telephone number of the sender or of the creator of the
message's content.  This provision of the Act also requires a
statement that further transmissions of such mail to the
recipient by the sender may be stopped at no cost to the
recipient by sending a reply to the originating e-mail address
with the word "remove" in the subject line.  E-mail from the
sender to that individual must then cease.  The Act does not
apply to an ISP unless it initiates the transmission or the
transmission is not made to its own customers.  Enforcement
powers are given to the FTC, the states, and ISPs.  This act
passed the United States Senate and has been sent to the
House of Representatives.  It is the only federal anti-
spamming legislation to have cleared at least one chamber of
Congress.
Two anti-spamming bills were introduced in the House of
Representatives within one day of each other.  The E-mail
User Protection Act of 1998, H.R. 4124, introduced June 24,
1998, and the Digital Jamming Act of 1998, H.R. 4176,
introduced June 25, 1998.  The E-Mail User Protection Act of
1998 is essentially a House version of the previously
discussed Senate's Electronic Mailbox Protection Act of 1997.
 The primary difference is that the House Act clearly prohibits
a knowing contravention of an ISP's rules with respect to
unsolicited commercial e-mail messages.  It provides relief
for both individuals and ISPs.  The Digital Jamming Act of
1998 focuses not just on spamming, but also on the unethical
telecommunications practices of slamming and cramming. 
With respect to spamming, the Act authorizes the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to promulgate
regulations requiring ISPs to notify subscribers of the right to
give or revoke an objection to receiving spam, and the manner
in which such right may be exercised.  This Act also contains
disclosure and opt-out provisions.
Comprehensive anti-spamming legislation was recently
introduced in the Senate on March 25, 1999.  The Inbox
Privacy Act of 1999, S. 759, includes the consumer protection
contained in the previously discussed bills.  What is unique
about this Act is that it allows a domain owner (ISP) to elect
not to receive unsolicited commercial e-mail by setting up a
domain wide opt-out system.  Should the domain owner elect
or opt-out, the Act requires notice to the customers who may
then elect to opt-in if they so decide.  Enforcement is
authorized by the FTC, the states, and ISPs.
B. State Legislation
Spam is a national problem within the United States. 
Because of interstate commerce implications, the regulation
of spam should be by federal legislation.  Since the federal
government has failed to act, many states have introduced
anti-spam legislation based on a state's long-arm jurisdiction
power.  These bills range from the probably unconstitutional
outright prohibition of spam to the more common identity and
address disclosures, and recipient opt-out procedures common
in the proposed federal bills.  The need for disclosure and opt-
out protection was supported by a study of AT&T and Lucent
Technologies spam e-mail.  The study found that only 36% of
the spam contained instructions for being removed from the
mailing list and fewer than 10% identified the name, postal
address, telephone number, and e-mail address of the sender,
as required by the DMA guidelines [9].
In addition to the above protection, two most recently
enacted state bills have additional provisions.  On March 29,
1999, Gov. Gilmore of Virginia signed into law seven
legislative measures to regulate the Internet.  Of particular
interest is the criminalization of some spam practices, such as
providing false message transmission information [36].  In
1998, California enacted legislation providing for disclosure
and opt-out protection.  However, this legislation enhanced
consumer protection by requiring the subject line of
unsolicited advertising e-mail to include ADV: as the first
four characters.  Further, if the advertisement or its subject
matter "may only be viewed, purchased, rented, leased, or
held in possession by an individual 18 years of age or older,"
then the subject line must include ADV:ADLT as the first
eight characters [5].
State anti-spam legislation does not resolve the problem.
 It is piecemeal at best and possibly unconstitutional as a
burden on interstate commerce.  A legislative solution to the
problem of spam must be enacted at the federal level by
Congress.  Such an act would preempt state law and establish
a uniform national policy.  As e-mail and online information
become more prevalent, supplanting the more traditional
channels of communication, federal legislation is likely to
follow, as evinced by the pending legislation.  While such
legislation is certain to regulate spam, senders of spam may
try to circumvent the law by simply routing their messages
through overseas computer systems, or locating offshore,
thereby attempting to shift jurisdiction.  Legislation is
unusually problematic in the special environment of
cyberspace.  Constitutional and jurisdictional litigation will
surely commence after the passage of anti-spam legislation.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
Public policy issues relative to spam are numerous.  A
number of these issues are not too far differentiated from
similar issues relative to other media.  Two issues appear to
be unique to spam, jurisdictional domain and the transfer of
costs.  In response to these issues, three recommendations are
presented.
A. Issues Similar to those of Other Media
The issues associated with spam which are similar to issues
in other types of media should be addressed in like manner as
has evolved through earlier public policy development.  For
example, questionable content is also a concern in direct mail,
television advertising, and other media.  Similarly, deception,
privacy, and free speech concerns are issues with other forms
of media. 
B. Issues Unique to Spam
Spam is unique relative to two concerns previously
identified, jurisdictional domain and the transfer of costs. 
First, the jurisdictional issue is more complicated given that
cyberspace does not possess the same territorial boundaries,
or, at a minimum, the same contract necessity to enter the
media channel, as other marketing communication modalities.
 The jurisdictional question in its entirety is beyond the scope
of this paper.  At least within the United States, the federal
level, in lieu of a currently viable global alternative, is
proposed as the locus of legal boundary for legislative action.
 The jurisdictional issue is certain to continue to pose
enforcement problems.
Second, the cost transfer concern does not exist with
traditional media, but is a major issue with spam.  Free
markets require the flow of information to efficiently effect
exchange.  When information is restricted, markets will
operate less efficiently.  However, recent fragmentation of
existing traditional marketing communication channels (more
television channels, cable television, more magazines, and so
forth) has increased the challenge for marketers who wish to
disseminate information to existing or potential markets.  E-
mail has the potential to allow marketers to communicate very
efficiently with targeted markets.  The unique problem, unlike
other media, is that spam costs are at least partially transferred
to the targeted consumer and to the ISP, as discussed above.
 The public policy issue is how best to enable the free market
system to utilize e-mail communications while at the same
time protecting the consumer and ISP from “costs” which
they have incurred, not of their own free will.
A ban on unsolicited e-mail has the potential to harm the
efficiency of the free market process.  However the converse,
no limitation, unfairly transfers the cost to the e-mail recipient
who, if given the choice, may choose not to participate in the
exchange process.  The “opt-out” option, which appears to be
the mechanism of choice in much of the proposed legislation,
does not prevent the cost transfer until an active decision is
made by the targeted recipient.  Alternatively, consumers who
opt-in do so of their own free will. This choice may be viewed
as the result of a decision calculus wherein the opt-in
consumer has concluded that the benefits of unsolicited e-
mail outweigh the costs.  That is, at a macro level, the set of
opt-in consumers who decide that their gains from
participating in a more efficient marketing communication
system and its inherent efficiencies offer more benefits than
costs.
The transfer of cost issue should be addressed with opt-in
as the central control mechanism.  Opt-out should remain
indefinitely as an option to those consumers who have chosen
to “opt-in.”  This preserves consumer free choice within the
free market system while still allowing for the development
of data bases, a source of competitive advantage for the
marketer.  The information exchange remains beneficial to
both as a result of the potential cost efficiencies of e-mail as
the medium of communication.
VI. CONCLUSION
If utilized ethically, that is by providing quality content
which users have agreed to receive on an intermittent basis,
e-mail marketing can effectively reach a target market, with
personalized communication, at a cost lower than alternative
media.  The savings realized can be passed on to consumers
through product discounts and special offerings.  The
potential for consumer benefit may outweigh the nuisance of
a few unwanted messages.  The challenge for today is that the
marketers, government, ISPs, and consumers must contribute
to the development of an internet marketing process that is
consistent with free market principles.
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